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Case ESR Air Armor for iPhone 14 Pro Max, Magsafe (black)

ESR Air Armor case for iPhone 14 Pro Max, MagSafe (black)
The ESR Air Armor protective case is designed specifically for the iPhone 14 Pro Max. Equipped with MagSafe technology, it enables fast
and convenient wireless charging and provides compatibility with many accessories. The product guarantees the safety of your phone
even  during  the  hardest  drops.  In  addition,  it  is  scratch-resistant,  and  precise  cutouts  allow  convenient  and  hassle-free  access  to  all
device functions.
 
Reliable protection
Every effort  has been made to ensure your  smartphone is  completely  safe.  ESR's  sleeve is  equipped with shock-absorbing edges and
camera protection that provide resistance to drops,  bumps and scratches.  Whether your iPhone is accidentally dropped or comes into
contact with hard surfaces, you can rest assured that the case effectively absorbs shocks and protects your device.
 
MagSafe compatibility
Thanks to powerful  magnets with a force of 1,500g, the case guarantees a stable connection to all  HaloLock and MagSafe compatible
accessories. What's more, the ESR Product enables fast and secure wireless charging.
 
Aesthetic qualities
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The product is made of durable acrylic, which effectively repels scratches and is not prone to yellowing. As a result, you can be sure that
your case will always look like new.
 
	Manufacturer
	ESR
	Compatibility
	iPhone 14 Pro Max
	Material
	acrylic
	Color
	black

Preço:

€ 13.90

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Capas, Tempered glass,
Smartphones
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